DOORDARSHAN KENDRA : BHUBANESWAR

PROG. HIGHLIGHTS FOR DT : 10.07.2020 (FRIDAY)

6.00 AM  ARADHANA – DHARMA RA PRAKRUTA ARTHA
          BY – DR. SATYAJIT TRIPATHY
          PALLISHRI–CHHELI O’MENDHA PALANA O’SARAKARI

6.30 AM  PROTCHAHANA

7.00 AM  HELLO ODISHA (BREAKFAST SHOW)
          GUEST – ANISHA MAHAKUR (OLLYWOOD ACTRESS)

8.00 AM  REGIONAL NEWS (LIVE)

8.15 AM  VAISHNAV JAN TO …. / DEVOTIONAL MUSIC

8.30 AM  CHHANDA DHARA
          PTS – SANGITA GOSAIN, BANDITA RAY, KIRTAN NARAYAN PADHI

9.00 AM  GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES

9.02 AM  PROG. ON BH. PATNA (TOPIC – SWACHHA BHARAT BATELIMA)

9.30 AM  GENERAL PROG., DDK,SBP(TOPIC– DRAMA - JHATKA)

10.00 AM GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES (BOTH IN DD-I & DD-ODIA)

10.02 AM SP: ITI CLASS ROOM  (EP - 93)

10.30 AM SP: ITI CLASS ROOM  (EP - 94)

11.00 AM GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES

11.02 AM SP : EDUSAT (EP – 105)

12.00 NOON  GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES

12.02 PM RELAY DD -INDIA

2.00 PM  GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES

2.02 PM  SP: POLITECHNIC CLASSROOM  (EP - 91)

2.30 PM  SP: POLITECHNIC CLASSROOM  (EP – 92)

3.00 PM  MUKHYA SAMACHAR
          AMA ROSEI – 1- KANCHA KADALI DAHIBARA, 2- ANDA ALU

3.02 PM  CHATPATA

3.30 PM  SP : EDUSAT(EP - 106)

4.30 PM  DANCE DRAMA – LABA KUSHA BHETA

5.00 PM  GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES

5.02 PM  CP : BASI PHULA

6.00 PM  TIKE KATHA HEBA (EXPERT – SRIKANT GOUTAM)

6.30 PM  HEALTH SHOW – GRAHANA KHANDIA

7.00 PM  SAMACHAR (LIVE)
7.30 PM  ODISHI DANCE – BARSA ABHISARA (BY – NUPUR & PARTY)
8.00 PM  RAGA ANURAGA (EXPERT – ANJALI MISHRA)
9.00 PM  GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES
9.02 PM  RELAY DD -INDIA